


High-Sensitivity X-Y Recorder Has
Few Input Restrictions
To match its high sensitivity, this new recorder provides
130 dB of common-mode rejection for virtually any input
configuration. No external "guard" connection is needed
unless the common-mode voltage exceeds ten volts peak.

by Donald W. Huff, Daniel E. Johnson, and John M. Wade

HE NEW MODEL 70474 RECORDER is the fastest,
most sensitive X-Y recorder ever built by Hewlett-

Packard. This rugged, reliable, one-pen laboratory re-
corder (Fig. f ) has maximum input sensitivity of O.OZ
mill ivolts per centimetre on both axes. It is capable of
slewing at more than 76 cm/s and of accelerating at
rates exceeding 5080 and 762O cm/s on the X and Y
axes, respectively.

Making the high sensitivity usable is a special com-
mon driver amplifier circuit that, acting as an inter-
nally driven guard, provides 130 dB common-mode
rejection with virtually any input configuration. This
is a significant difference from other recorders, which
require that the r,o input terminal always be con-
nected to the low side of the source if high common-
mode rejection is needed. No external "guard" con-
nection is required by the 7O47 A unless the common-
mode voltage exceeds ten volts peak.

Standard features of the 7O47 A Recorder are twelve
calibrated dc input ranges on each axis, a time base
that provides six sweep speeds from 0.1 s/cm to 50 s/cm,
calibrated zero offset with zero control, switchable
input f i l ters, polarity reversal switches, and remote
control of many functions by TTL signals or contact
closures. The servo-motors are continuous-duty alu-
minum-framed dc motors that do not wear when the
pen is driven off scale. Chart paper up to 1,1, by 1,7
inches or DIN size ,A.3 is held in place electrostat-
ically. Pens are disposable, and four colors of ink
are available.

Options include metric or English calibration and
an event marker.

7047A Design
TheTO4TARecorder is a member of the 2040 Series

and shares many parts with other members of that ser-
ies. The basic aluminum mainframe casting is the
same in all members of the series. The mechanics.

motors, and servo electronics of the 7O47A are the
same as those of other high-performance members of
the series.

The principal differences between the 7047A and
other members of the 7040 Series are in the preampli-
fiers that condition the input signals and drive the
servo electronics. The dc amplif ier used in other
members of the series does not have the verv low

Cover: Our artist's repra-
sentat ion of a two-br idge
measurement  tha t ' s  easy
for the 7047A X-Y Recorder,
di f f icul t  or impossible for
oth er s. Sfress-versus-sfraln
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measured by applying equal
forces to the unknown and to
a sample of known charac'

teristics, using the 7047A to plot one deflection
against the other. One arm of each bridge is a
strain gauge. The ac generators represent com-
mon-mode voltages frequently encountered in
such measurements.
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noise and drift required in a high-sensitivity recorder.
Therefore a new amplif ier was designed, using a
chopper configuration (Fig. 2). It provides the neces-
sary gain (tZOO on the most sensitive range) without
any significant noise or drift problems,
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Also because of the new recorder's high sensitivity,
greater common-mode rejection was required for the
7O47A than for other 7O4O-Series recorders. Its speci-
fied common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of rSo dB
is not only 20 dB greater than that of others in the ser-
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Fig. 2. High sensit ivi ty of the
7047A Recorder comes from its
chopper  s tab i l i zed  input  p re-
amplifier Shown here are a sim-
plified schematic of the preamp
and an equivalent circuit (inset)
for the most sensltive range The
preamp acfs as a dc operational
amplifier, At
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ies, but guaranteed as well for a 1-kO impedance
in either the ru or the Lo input lead, The input
configuration is virtually unlimited, as shown in Fig. 3.
Most recorders cannot operate on their most sensitive
ranges with the HI terminal grounded and a 1-kO im-
pedance at the r,o terminal (Fig. sb), because a notice'
able line-frequency buzz appears at the pen tip. This
problem is caused by the unbalance capacitance to
ground at the secondary of the power transformer,
which creates a noise voltage and causes a current to
flow out of the common input or to terminal, through
the unbalance and/or source resistance and then to
ground. The resulting voltage drop across the resis-
tance appears as an input signal to the recorder. The
high CMRR requirement plus the need to eliminate
this noise pump-out current from the Lo terminal
led to the adoption of the "common driver" scheme.
This circuit, which is described in detail later in this
article, represents the biggest single contribution to
the 7O47A's ability to make the wide variety of mea-
surements it does make.

The packaging that houses the somewhat sophisti-
cated front-end electronics of the 7O47A (input ter-
minals,  zero-check switch, f i l ter switch, range
switch, chopper preamp, and common driver) as well
as various other functions (polarity switch, calibrated
zero offset switch, zero potentiometer and vernier po-
tentiometer) consists of two shielded, totally en-
closed, virtually identical boxes, one for each axis
(Fig. a). A protruding cable with multipin connector
connects each preamplifier to the appropriate servo
electronics inside the mainframe.

The casting used to mount the boxes, the time-base
switches, and power controls is the same as that used

Fig.3. 7047A meets ifs CMR specifications with any of these
input configurations

to mount the input terminals, various switches, and
power controls for the older 7046A X-Y Recorder.
Hence, no new castings were required for the 7O47 A,
and except for that associated with the input boxes,
no new tooling was required. Thus the development
cost was kept relatively low, and most of the engi-
neering effort could be directed toward the design of
the chopper amplifier and the common driver circuit.

CMR and Noise Problems
Recorder amplifier circuits usually have a com-

mon input terminal, ro, and a high input terminal,
uI. The input signal Vi and source resistances Rs
and R1 are connected in series between these termin-
als, while a common-mode voltage Vcn is applied
to both. See Fig, 5.

The secondary winding of the transformer in the
power supply of the instrument usually has an un-
balance capacitance to ground, Cus. This creates a
noise voltage Vy and causes a current I11 to flow out
of the common input terminal, through the source
resistance R; and then to ground. The resulting vol-
tage drop, IryR;, across the source resistance ap-
pears as an input signal to the circuit. Hence the true
input signal is distorted.

Another problem arises when a common-mode vol-
tage is applied as shown in Fig. 5. The common-mode
voltage causes a current I"y to flow through the
leakage impedance* R."l lC"" to ground and back
to the common mode voltage source. This again
causes a voltage drop across the source resistance
Rs, which appears as an input to the circuit and dis-
torts the true input.

Several methods have been used to reduce the ex-

.Cgg is neglected here because CUB .. CCG

Fig.4. Two shielded boxes house the sophisticated 70474
f ront-end electronics The boxes are removable for servicing.
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Fig. 5. Conventional input amplifiers have problems be-
cause of pump-out and common-mode currents flowing
through the source resistance, R!

traneous currents superimposed on the input signal.
One method is to enclose the secondary windings of
the power transformer in a box shield. This elimin-
ates most of the stray capacitance to ground. How-
ever, since there must be an opening for the trans-
former wires, the capacitance shield is not complete.
This method can reduce the stray capacitance by an
order of magnitude, but is very expensive.

Another possible solution is to prohibit any input
resistance between ground and the common input
terminal. This is unsatisfactory because in many mea-
surement applications a source resistance cannot be
avoided. Fig. 3d shows one such situation.

A third method applies when only one side of the
input signal has a source resistance. It provides a
polarity switch that reverses the polarity of the pre-
amplif ier output for the same polarity of input signal.
By reversing the leads to the input terminals and
using this polarity switch, the source resistance can
always be placed in series with the ur input terminal.
This removes the input  res is tance f rom the ex-
traneous current path and greatly reduces the distor-
tion of the input signal. This solution, however, is
inadequate when there is an impedance in both input
terminals s imul taneously (e.g. ,  br idge measure-
ments), or when an impedance in series with one
terminal has to be switched from one terminal to the
other without adjustments.

Another method uses separate amplifiers for each
input terminal followed by a differential amplifier
to drive the output. The high impedance of the input
amplifiers prevents any currents from flowing out of
the input terminals. However, resistor matching
problems limit the expected common-mode rejection

to about 80 dB. far below the 130 dB desired for the
7O47A. Another problem with this configuration is
that the voltage drift of the two input amplif iers has
an additive effect on the output voltage. Therefore, to
achieve a given stability both amplifiers must have
no more than half the drift of the original single pre-
amplif ier. Also, the total noise voltage is approxi-
mately 40% more than the original noise voltage.

A widely used method is guarding, or placing an
electrical shield called a guard around the circuit
to isolate the circuit from ground. This achieves two
things. First, the internally generated noise current
flowing out of the input terminals is greatly reduced.
Second, high common-mode rejection, especially at
l ine frequency, can be realized by driving the guard
terminal at the common-mode voltage. This diverts
the common-mode current around the source im-
pedance in the lo terminal. Guarding has some draw-
backs, such as additional cost, and the burden of driv-
ing a guard terminal properly.l

The Common Driver Amplif ier
The common driver amplifier used in Ihe 7O47 A

permits measurements to be made with better than
130 dB common-mode rejection at dc and line fre-
quency with a 1-kf,) resistance in either the HI or the
t o input lead or both. This holds over the full Hew-
lett-Packard Class B environmental range (0" to 55'C,
up to 95% relative humidity at 40'C). The effects of
unbalance capacitance from the power transformers
are virtually eliminated and a "guard" terminal does
not have to be driven provided the common-mode
voltage is less than the output voltage range of an
operational amplif ier in the circuit. Since roughly
90% of all measurements and recordings taken in-
volve less than 10V, this voltage was chosen as a rea-
sonable l imiting value. When this voltage is ex-
ceeded, an auxiliary input terminal lcovrraoN MoDE
vOLTAGE INpurJ may be driven to circumvent the
saturat ion l imi tat ion of  the ampl i f ier .  The only
shielding required is to isolate the ut and Lo input
terminals from chassis ground. This shield is con-
nected to circuit common, which is now an inacces-
sible point inside the recorder,

How lt Works
Fig. 6 is a simplif ied schematic diagram of the com-

plele 7O47A preamplif ier, including the common
driver amplif ier. The noise generator Vp and unbal-
ance capacitor Cus represent the current source from
the power t ransformer.  The leakage impedance
(n"c l lC66) is  due to many factors;  for  example,
the preamplif ier shield, the servo amplif ier, and the
servo motor, all referenced to circuit common, are in
close proximity to chassis ground. The input signal to
be amplif ied is Vt and the source resistances in the
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Values tor 7047: =

Rrr,r : lMO Rz = 6OO kO

R 1 a R 2  = 6 0 0 k O  R e : 2 k o

K.s '  :  1200* Re: 100O

C  R s + R l = 2 0 k O n o m  R r o = 1  M O

R s : 2 0  k o  c : 0 . 1  p F

Re = 10 kO Yzr :  Yzz:  12.1V

'Most-sensitlve range (0.05 mv/in or 0.02 mv/cm)

HI and Lo terminal leads are shown as Rs and RL,
respect ively.  The common-mode source V6y is
shown in series with its source resistance RcM.

The main preamplifier is shown in Fig. 6 as opera-
tional amplifier Ar. Although it actually consists of
a chopper, an ac amplifier, a demodulator, and an in-
tegrator, its overall effect is that of a dc operational
amplifier. A, provides a non-inverting gain of

K : 1 + R z / R 1

for the voltage V61, which appears across the input Ht
and Lo terminals.

The operational amplifier A, inverts the output
voltage V6g1 so that, ideally, all of the current flow-
ing through R, and R, because of V6u1 has a return
path through Rz and into the output of Ar. The
potentiometer R, allows a precise adjustment of this
current sinking so virtually no current flows out of
the t o terminal.

The operational amplifier ,4.3, the common driver
amplifier, has its negative terminal connected to the
Lo input terminal. It serves to drive the circuit com-
mon to the same voltage as the voltage applied to
the lo input terminal. (Note that aII three operational
amplifiers A1, A2, and A, have their power supplies,
and hence their outputs, referenced to circuit com-
mon.)

Fig. 6. Slmp/lfied schematic of
the 7047A input circuit. At is the
equivalent of the input preampli-
fier and At is the common driver
amplifier. The couuor,t MIDE voL-
TAGE TNPUT tcuvD does not have
to be connected unless the
common-mode voltage exceeds
+ 1 0  v

Resistors Re and Rto and capacitor C are con-
nected in a series-parallel combination between the
output of ,{3 and chassis ground to provide a shun-
ting path to ground for the transformer noise coupled
into the circuit common from the power supply.
Thus chassis ground forms part of a negative feed-
back path for amplifier Ar through the elements
Re, R1s, and C, the common mode voltage source
V6y and R6y, and the impedance R1.

The output of ,A.3 is also connected to its negative
input terminal through an alternative feedback path
consisting of the zener diodes Z, and Zr, and the
diodes D, and Dr. The point B is connected through
resistor Ru to circuit common. This diode-resistor
network activates the alternative feedback path be-
fore amplifier A, reaches the saturation point. The
auxiliary common-mode voltage input terminal
(cvvr) is connected to the output of A, through resis-
tor Rn to provide an alternate reference voltage (in-
stead of chassis ground) for the output of A, when
the common-mode voltage exceeds the range of Ar,

In normal operation, the common-mode voltage is
less than the voltage range of A. and the cvvt ter-
minal is not externally connected. The voltage V5s is
amplified by A, and its feedback resistors R, and Rr.
The voltage V6u1 at the output of Ar, which is refer-
enced to circuit common, drives the unity-gain amp-
lifier Ar, which inverts this voltage. Because R7 equals



R1+R2, virtually all of the current through R, and R,
is drawn through resistor Rr, and not out of the r,o
terminal.

Amplifier A, serves as a voltage follower and keeps
the voltage potential on circuit common equal to the
voltage on the t o input terminal. The result of this is
that the currents through Rt resulting from V6y and
Vp are greatly reduced compared to the case shown
in Fig. 5. Consequently, the CMRR with a resistance
in the Lo terminal is greatly improved and the pump-

out noise current is virtually eliminated (see Appen-
dix IJ.

The current through Rs because of V6y is also con-
siderably reduced because circuit common is moving
with respect to ground along with this common-
mode voltage. Therefore the CMRR with a resistance
unbalance in the HI terminal is improved signi-
ficantly (for the 7O47 A, at least an order of magnitude
over the earlier 7O45A, which is conventionally
floated).

The main l imitations on CMRR are imperfect
shielding between the m and Lo terminals and chas-
sis ground, and finite gain in amplifier Ar. The in-
put imperfections in the operational amplifiers (off-
set voltages and bias and offset currents) are not
serious with appropriate design and component
selection (see Appendix II).

When V6y exceeds the range of A, the alternative
diode-resistor feedback path will be activated, un-
less a voltage within -f 10V of V61a is applied at
the auxiliary CMVI terminal. For the straightforward
situation of Fig. 6, the best connection is shown by
the dashed line to point A. In this case A. need only
supply the voltage difference between the common-
mode voltage applied through the r,o input terminal
and the voltage applied to the cvrvr terminal,

If no signal is applied to the cMVI terminal under
the above conditions and the alternative feedback
path is activated, the circuit still functions but it loses
its ability to shunt to ground the current generated by
the noise voltage Vp, and this flows out of the ro
input terminal as in Fig. 5. Also, the CMRR is re-
duced, especially for the case of the 1-kO resistance
in series with the rO terminal.

The alternative feedback path for A. is especially
necessary to keep it from saturating when the signal
source Vt is floating (e.9., a battery) and there is no
common-mode voltage source. The absence of V."
(with R6y : oo) disrupts the normal feedback path
through chassis ground. Without a negative feedback
path ampl i f ier  A.  would become an open- loop
amplifier and would lose its ability to reduce the vol-
tage difference between the t o terminal and circuit
common to near zero. However, before ,{3 reaches its
saturation point, its output voltage reaches the turn-
on voltage of zener diodes ZrandZr.The output cur-

rent of A, produces a voltage difference across R6,
which in turn produces a voltage difference across
the signal diodes D, and D, sufficient to forward bias
one of them, depending on the polarity of the biasing
voltage, Thus the alternative negative feedback path
is activated to keep amplifier A. from saturating.

Other 7047A Features
The front-panel poLaRITy switches, one for each

axis, determine whether positive signals drive the re-
corder right-to-left or left-to-right on the X-axis, and
down-to-up or up-to-down on the Y-axis. Thus the
user can drive the recorder in a predetermined direc-
tion regardless of the polarity of the input signal and
without having to exchange input leads. If he cannot
drive the cMVI terminal with a common-mode vol-
tage exceeding 10V, he can use the POLARITY
switch along with exchanging the inputleads to max-
imize CMR, provided there is no resistance in series
with the Lo terminal. The CMR performance will
then approximate that of the 7045A Recorder (i.e.,

110 dB at dc and 90 dB at line frequency for a 1-k,f)
resistance in series with the HI terminal).

The front-panel rntnR switches, one for each ax-

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 7047A High Sensitivity X-Y Recorder

TYPE OF INPUT: Front input only Floating, guarded Employs a unique common
driver circuit that eliminates need for mnnecting CMV lo recorder, if CIVIV
<10V oeak
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ACCURACY: t0 2% of full scale (includes l inearity and deadband) at 25'C Temp

coefficient r0 01 91, per 'c

BANGE ACCURACYi lO27o of full scale t0 2% ol deflection (includes l inearity
and deadband) al 25'C Temp coefficient t0 01% per "C

DEADBAND: 0 l% of full scale
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CMR decreases 20 dB oer decade steg in attenuation from the most sensitive
range

NORMAL MODE BEJECTION:30 dB minimum al l ine trequency with FILTEB lN
(50 dB typical at 60 Hz and 40 dB typi€l al 50 Hz )

SLEWING SPEED:30 inisec (76 cm/sec) minimum 38 in/sec (97 cm/sec) typical
under normal lab conditions

ACCELERATION PEAK:
Y-AXIS: 3000 in/sec2, (7620 cm/sec2)
X-AXIS: 2000 in/sc,, (5080 cm/sec2)

OVERSHOOT: 1% of full s€le mdimum
ZERO OFFSET: Eleven calibrated scales of zero ofiset in both axes Switchable in

steps of one full sale from +1 to 10
OFFSET ACCURACY AT 25"C (APPLIES TO CALIBRATEo ONLY): t0 1% of

full scale times N where N : number of scales of offset
OFFSET TEMPERATUBE COEFFICIENT: 10,004% of full scale times N per'C

TIME BASE: Standard: 6 speeds; 0 5, 1 , 5, 1 0, 50, 1 00 sec/in (metric calibration 1,
5, 1, 5, 10, 50 sec/cm) switchable into X or Y axis

Tf ME BASE ACCURACY: 1 O./" al25"C Temp coefficient !01"h1"C
POWER: 1 15 or 230 Vac, r10%, 48 to 66 Hz, 180 VA
PEN LIFT: Electric (remote via TTL level)
WRITING AREA: 10 x 15 in (25 cm x 38 cm)
WEIGHT: Net 41 lb (18,6 k9); shipping 53 lb (24 kg)
PRICE lN U.S.A.: $2850 Event l\rarker Option 002, $85
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: SAN DIEGO DIVISION

't 6399 West Bernardo Drive
San Dieoo. California 92127 U S A



APPENDD( I
Analytical Expressions ForCommon-Mode Rejection Ratio and Noise

Pump-Out Current

in Fig 6, ihat is,

uu =-jj@'*,,o*"u^

where

zcc = 
r*.i,cjiiR* 

(2\

also from Fig 6 The Thevsnin equivalent impedance is

tu =,.#.tu;

The common driver amplifier, & in Fig 6, is shown in the diagram below with
gain A Also shown are the sour@s ot the unwanted currenl lL, the mmmon-mode
voltage VcM, and Vir, which is the Thdvenin equivalent of the noise source VN

v " r - t . [R " r *11  +AyR ,+2 " ] .  t " z .  =  o

and

v i i  tN(zbc+zo) - rL (zo+ARi )  :  0

Solving for lN in equation (9) we have

|  _ v ' N - l r ( z o + A B , )'N 
z'cc+zo

Substituting (10) into (8) we obtain

v"r-u '^*1

RcM+Zo+(1  +A)Rt

Under all normal @erating conditions il can be assumed that

1n l>> lz " l

l A I r r 1

ARi  |  >>  |  RcM+z"  I

Hence

1 : V c u -  V ' n r Z "
'r 

ARi A8 ZL1

Since from (1), (2), (3), and (a)

- L - , . . ^  r ,
7 '  

-  
luvuBr  N

we nave

.  v " ,  ^  . . 2 .rr = 
IF: 

- iouuBv NAE

(8)

(e)

(10)

( 1 )

( 1  1 )(3)

wnere

Ciq = Cs6+Cr. (4)

The output impedance Z" is the parallel combination of Ro and Co, which are,
respectively, R,o and C in Fig 6 The input resistance Ri is equivalent to tho
series combination of Rr and R2 in parallel with R7 All componenls obviously
insignifi€nt to the analysis are omitled

We €n now write the l@p equations

VcM+A(Vc-VJ- l r (RcM+R,+2. ) - lNZo :0  (5 )

and

Vh- lN(ZbG+Zo)+A(Vc-VJ- lLZ.  :  0

Since

V " - V . :  - 1 , 9 ,

equations (5) and (6) become

+
U":

The tirst term in equation (17) represents the current resulting from the common-
mode voltage VcM Theretore, for a resistance RL in series wilh lhe Lo lerminal,

V^ . ,  IA  R.
CMRR=;j*. = r+r

V C M h L  h L

] A  I R ,

For R, = 1 kO and Ri = 300 kO,

CMRR = 3oo lA l

Us ing  des ign  va lues  f rom the  70474 we get  the  fo l low ing
values for CMRR:

2 0x 10e or 186 dB, dc nominal
1 6x 1Os or 164 dB, dc minimum
6.0x 107 or 1 55 dB, 60 Hz nominal
47x1O6 ot l33 dB, 60 Hz minimum

These values agree closely with measured values tor the 7047A
The second term in equation (17) represents the current resulting from the

power transformer noise current, This is reduced by a factor of ARiizo, which
lot the 7047A is nominally 2x 106, absolule value With a 1 o-ko source resistane
and the Hl terminal connected lo ground, this source of pump-out current was not
measurable on the 7047A

('t2l

(13)

(14)

(1 s)

(16)

(1 7)

(6)

(7\

(18)

"""],*
(1e)

approxrmate

is, provide more than 20 dB additional normal-mode
rejection at line frequency when the filter is Itt.
Some degradation of rise time occurs.
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APPENDIX II
Effects of Amplifier Offsets

The common driver amplif ier 43 from Fig 6 is shown in the dlagram below with its
assocrated resislors and an external source resistance of RL The Ht lerminal
is grounded, since this represents a more significant case than when the LO terminal
is grounded The olfsel voltage of A: is shown as a variable battery vo3 (an internal
potentiometer is used to adlust its equivalenl value) The btas and otlset currents of
43 may be neglected because a low-leakage dual-input FETis used The sum of the
otlset voltage and the product of offset current and drift compensation resistance R6 for
ampl i f te r42 inF ig  6 isshownasthe l i xedbat te ryvo2 vo l i s theequ iva len to t l se t re -
lerred tothe input of the chopper amplif ier Ar Vo is the sum of the series batteries vo2
and vo3, and Vo is the voltage with respect to circuit common at the negative input of
Ag Vr and Vz are the voltages with respect to circuit common at the outpuls of Ar and
A2, respectively (see Fig 6) Since a dc analysis is being done, all capacitors are
rgnored

Assuming A3 to now be an ideal operalional amplif ier (i e , infinite gain, infinite input
impedance, and zero oftset), we can use superposition to wrile

| = Vo/300kO + Vr/600kO + Vrl600k0
= Vo/300k{) + Vr/60OkO Vr/600kO vozl3ooko
= Vo/300kO - vozl3OOkO
: (voz + vor)/300k0 vozl3Ook0
= voa/300kO

Hence, by adjusting only the otfset voltage vo3 ol the common driver amplitier 43 to
zero, the pump-out current I due to offsets can be eliminated The etfect of drift in
amplif ier A, on pump-oul current I is eliminated by the algebraic cancellation of the
terms containinq vo2 This ls lhe result of connecting the + terminal of amplif ier 43 to
the - terminal of amplif ier A, (see Fig 6), a connection whose advantages are not
obvious at f irst glance

The offset voltage at the output of the preamplif ier is given by

Vt = -Kvot - voz Vo3

For the 7047A design the Kvol term is only signil icanl on the most sensitive ranges
when K is large Hence, onlyvoz + vo3 is compensated by adding a series equivalent
lowjmpedance fixed voltage on a less-sensil ive range Kvor, which comes inlo play
only on the most sensitive ranges, is tolerated, and typically is on the order ol a lew
milhvolts or an otfset ol about 0 1 cm al the pen tip on the 0 02 mv/cm range (the
sensitivity at the output of the preamplil ier is 24 mVlcm on all ranges)

Reference
1. "Floating Measurements and Guarding," Application
Note 123, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1970.
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Digital High-Capacitance Measurements
to One Farad
Here's a new high-C meter capable of measuring today's
wide-value electrolytic and tantalum capacitors. lt's for
production festing, incoming inspection, and the laboratory '

by Kunihisa Osada and Jun-ichi  Suehiro

'';e 
?, EWLETT-PACKARD'S MODEL 4350A/B High-

-K X Capacitance Meterl, f irst produced in 1971, had

a wide measurement range (1p,F to 300 mF) and si-

multaneously measured capacitance and dissipation

factor, features that were considered advanced at the

time. Since 1971, however, the capacitor industry

has made considerable progress. Manufacturers of

high-value electrolytic capacitors, used in computer
power supplies and many other applications, now

routinely produce capacitors as largc as one farad'

Tantalum capacitors are now produced in an ex-

panded range of  va lues (0. rpF to 1000pF) wi th

smaller dissipation factors.
The new Model 4282A Digital High-Capacitance

Meter, Fig. 1, has a measurement range wide enough

and accuracy high enough to satisfy the present mea-

surement needs of capacitor makers and users, and

then some. Its four-digit readout, digital output, and

remote programmability are expected to make it use-

ful in production test and incoming inspection sys-

tems, as well as in the laboratory.

Model 4?l?Ameasures capacitance in nine ranges

from 10 nanofarads to one farad. Resolution as fine as

one picofarad is possible. Basic accuracy in capaci-

tance measurements is 0'4% ro 2'5o/o' depending on

range. Dissipation factors as high as 10'00 can be

measured. Resolution is 0.001 and basic accuracy is

1 . 5 % .
The new high-C meter can also measure the pro-

duct of capacitance and equivalent series resistance

and display the result in ohm-farads. Capacitance is

read on the LED four-digit display; dissipation and

ohm-farads are read using three full digits with a

fourth for overranging. The reading rate is contin-

uously variable from 0.3 to 2 seconds, and capaci-

tance and dissipation factor (or ohm-farad) measure-

ments can be displayed alternately if desired, thus eli-

minating the need for resetting panel switches or us-

ing two inst ruments.
Four internal test frequencies are available: 50, 60,

100 and 12oHz. An internal dc bias supply is contin-

uously variable from 0 to 10 volts.

Fig .  1 .  Mode l  4282A Dig i ta t
H igh-Capac i tance Meter  mea-
sures capacitance to one farad,
dissipation factor to 10 00, the
produc t  o f  capac i tance and
e qu iv al ent serles resislan ce ( OF ),
and dc  vo l tages  to  600V An
opt lon  adds  leakage cu t ren t
measurements

il3
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Manual C Bridge with Voltage Controlled Attenuators

Fig, 2. A capacitance bridge may be balanced by adjust-
ing standatd capacitors, as shown in (a), or by adjusting
the gain of a voltage-controlled attenuator, or multiplier,
as shown in (b) Model 42824 uses the latter approach, ad-
ding a feedback loop so balance is achieved automatically

Leakage-current measurement ranges from 1 mi-

croampere to 10 milliamperes are added with Option

001. Results are displayed on three digits with 18 per-
cent overranging. Dc bias from 0 to 100 volts and pro-
vision for bias from an external source are added to
the standard instrument with this option.

Digital and analog output are available on the rear
panel. Function, range, and reset are independently
remo te l y  p rog rammab le  by  con tac t  c l osu re  t o
ground or TTL/DTL logic levels. I1 with Option 001
is also programmable.

In addition to these high-C-meter capabilities, Mo-
del +zaz{ can be used as a three-digit dc digital volt-
meter to measure up to 600 volts.

Bridge Measurement
Because the bridge method is the most accurate

way to measure impedance, the 4282A makes bridge
measurements. However, the bridge is balanced auto-
matically, so measurements are much faster than
with a manual bridge.

Fig.2ashows a manual bridge for measuring the ca-
pacitance and dissipation factor of an unknown. A
series equivalent circuit is assumed for the un-
known. The bridge is balanced by adjusting standard
capacitors Cr, and C.2. At balance,

R""
C* : ;a Crt.

I s 1

For the series equivalent circuit, dissipation factor is
defined as

D* : r"rC*R*.

At balance,

D* : orC.rRrr.

Shown in Fig. 2b is the same bridge, but with ana-
log multipliers acting as voltage-controlled attenua-
tors replacing the variable standard capacitors. Bal-
ance is obtained by varying V" and Vd. At balance,

i r + i c 1 * i " r : 0 .

How the New Meter Works
Fig. 3, the simplif ied block diagram of the 4282A

High-Capacitance Meter, has a basic configuration
similar to that of Fig. 2b. The major difference is that
in the 4282A the bridge is balanced automatically by
means of a negative feedback loop consisting of mul-
tipliers, a summing amplifier, synchronous detec-
tors, and integrators.

The test signal from the meter's internal oscillator
is applied to the unknown through an AGC amplifier
and a power amplifier. A transformer makes it pos-
sible to apply dc bias to the unknown.

The voltage across the unknown capacitor is ampli-
f ied by A, in Fig. 3. The voltage across the range resis-
tor R,, is amplified by Ar. The output of amplifier A,
goes to one of the multipliers, which in turn provides
current i", to the summing amplifier through stan-
dard capacitor C,1. The output of A, goes to the other
multiplier, which sends current i", to the summing
amplifier through standard capacitor C,r. Reference
current i. comes to the summing amplifier directly
from the output of A, through standard resistor R.r.

The output of the summing amplifier is divided
into two parts by the synchronous detectors, which
produce dc voltages proportional to the real (in-

1 1



Integratora

Fig. 3. Simptified circuit diagram of the 4282A Digital High-Capacitance Meter. The trans-

former makes l f  possib/e toappty dcbiastotheunknown alongwith theac testsignal at50,60,
100, or 120 Hz.

phase) and imaginary (quadrature) parts of the cur-
rent ix through the unknown. These voltages are
integrated and the integrator outputs are the second
inputs to the two multipliers.

The feedback loop acts to set i6: 0. At balance,
the input current to both integrators is zero, and the
integrator output voltages are V" and V4, which are
proportional to the unknown capacitance and dis-
sipation factor, as we will now show.

The multiplier input voltages in Fig. 3 are

r /  -
v 1 - + . f ;a,

and

V, : i*Rr,Ar.

The output of each multiplier is proportional
product of its two inputs:

Vi  :  V 'v  
" /K1

Y't = Y2Y glK2.

The currents into the summing amplifier are

i", : jarC.rVi

i., : jaC"2Y'2

and

i . :  V2lRr2 :  i *R.1A2/Rr2.

When the bridge

i a : i " r + i c 2 + i " : 0 .

Substituting the values above into this equation, set-
ting the sums of the real and imaginary parts equal to
zero, and solving for the unknowns gives the follow-
ing relations:

cr1Rr2A1, ,
L* : KJt..,Arv "

and

to the



@c sz Rsz- ,D*:  orC*R* -T;Uo.

The built-in digital voltmeter measures V. and V6
and displays C* and D* directly. Ohm-farads are ob-
tained by multiplying the dissipation factor by 1/or.

Four-Terminal Measurement
Model 4282A has nine decade capacitance ranges,

from L0 nF full-scale to 1 F. Thus the unknown impe-
dance may range from milliohms to megohms, and
the 4282A must be able to cope with the problems of
both low-impedance and high-impedance measure-
ments.

A four-terminal configuration, as shown in Fig. 4,
is used to eliminate low-impedance measurement er-
rors caused by test-lead resistances (R1 in Fig. a).
Two terminals are used to inject current into the un-
known and two other terminals are used to detect the
voltage across the unknown. Because lead resistance

between the unknown and the range resistor R.t may
cause an error, two different terminals are used to
detect the voltage across the range resistor. Very-
high-input-impedance voltage followers at the vol-
tage-detection terminals make the four-terminal con-
figuration practical for bridge measurements, where
the unknown voltage and the reference voltage must
be detected simultaneously while keeping the cur-
rent in the voltage leads negligibly small compared to
the current in the current leads.

Stray Capacitance Compensation
Capacitance measurement resolution may be as

fine as 1 pF on the lowest range, so stray capacitance

and amplifier input capacitance must be considered
a source of error. Of the stray capacitances shown in

Fig. 5, C, causes mainly capacitance errors and C2

causes mainly dissipation factor errors. C3 does not
affect measurements. Without compensation, capaci-

tance errors might be as large as 2oo/o of full scale on

the lowest range.
To eliminate these errors, Model 4282A has the

stray-C compensation circuit shown in Fig. 5. Ampli-

fiers An and A, send compensation currents in and iu
through capacitors Cn and Cu. The result is that

\ + i 2 + i 4 + i s : 0

so the current that flows through the unknown capaci-
tor is equal to the current flowing through the range
resistor.

For high-voltage protection a pair of zener diodes
is connected to each input voltage follower as
shown in Fig. 6. In normal operation there is no ac
voltage across the diodes that connect the amplifier
input terminal to the zener diodes, so these diodes
introduce no distortion and no additional stray
capacitance.

The Multipliers
The accuracy of the new high-C meter in capaci-

tance and dissipation factor measurements is mainly
a function of the linearity of the two multipliers
shown in Fig. 3. The multipliers, a kind of voltage-
controlled attenuator, are linear within 0.2% or bet-
ter from th0 of fuII scale to full scale for both inputs.

The multiplier circuit, Fig. 7, consists of a pulse-

Fig, 4. A four-terminal configuration with very-high-input'
impedance voltage followers in the voltage-sensng /eads
eliminates errors caused bv lead reslstances

Fig. 5. Sfray-C compensation circuit makes the current
through the unknown equal to the cuffent through the tange
reslstor R",

1 3



Fig. 6. For high voltage protection, zener diodes are con-
nected to each input voltage follower, Crrcuit is designed so
that, in normal operation, no ac voltage appears across the
dlodes, so they introduce no distortron or additional stray
capacitance

width modulator followed by a demodulator. The

duty cycle of the modulator output pulse is propor-

tional to one of the multiplier input voltages, and the

gain of the demodulator is proportional to the other

multiplier input voltage.
The clock generator in the modulator circuit of

Fig. 7 produces a sawtooth wave, which fixes the per-

iod of the modulated pulse. The clock frequency is

200 kHz, far higher than the input signal frequency.

The input voltage to the zero detector is half the sum

of the clock generator output voltage and the integra-

tor output voltage.

Inputs to the integrator come from the variable

multiplier input voltage Eu, which corresponds to

V, or V, in Fig. 3, and the fixed reference voltage

tE.. During time T,, the zero detector input vol-

tage is positive and switch S, connects *E. to the

integrator. During T2, the zero detector input is nega-

tive and S, switches to -E., T1 +T2 is equal to the

clock generator period. At steady state the sum of the

E^
o  -  - - -

Ra
' 1n&+ I I

I t -
t l

L.
D O
7
lntegrator

Modulator
Integraior
Output
(Steady State)

Clock
Generatot
Ouiput

zeto
Detector
Input

Zero
Detector
Output

Demodulator
Output
(lnitially Zero)

?

\7

f

\A& +

&*@

Oemodulator

Fig.7. Multiptier consists of a pulse width modulator and a demodulator One multiplier input

varies the duty cycle of the modulator output pulse, and the other varies the demodulator gain

Multiplier linearity is better than 0 2% for both inputs

Pulse Width Modulatol

Zero Detector Output

_rl_fl_

V V

V

V
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integrator input currents over the complete period is
zero. Hence

E ^  E "  E "
R " G 1 + T r )  

* O t t - & T r : o

and

E ^ R .
Tr -Tr :  -n - r3 . (T ,+Tr ) ,

Thus Tr-T, is proportional to the input voltage E".
In this closed-loop modulator, the hysteresis of the
zero detector causes no error.

In the demodulator circuit of Fig. 7, switch Sr is
controlled by the zero detector output pulse. During
time Tr, S, connects the voltage -E6 to the integrator,
where E6 is the other multiplier input voltage, cor-
responding to V" or V6 in Fig. 3. During time Tt, *E6
is connected to the integrator. The sample gate sam-
ples the integrator output voltage Vl at the end of each
period (T1+T2) and capacitor Co holds the sampled
voltage.

Assuming that the integrator output is zero and
the demodulator output Eo,,, is also zero at the begin-
ning of the first period, the integrator output at the
end of the first period is

EbTl  EbT2
'  r ' r  R i  c i  

'  
R i  c i '

V1, is sampled and held on capacitor Co. At the end
of the next clock period the integrator output is

E*T" E^T" "l
viz : Vir - Rn * 

fr 
- vir(T1+Tr)nc.

The values of C1, R1, and the clock period are chosen
so that

1-  [T ,+T , )= *  :  o .- 'K ru i

Therefore

Vrr :  Vrz.

This means that if Tr-T, is constant, demodulation
is completed in one clock period and Eo,r, remains
constant thereafter, as shown by the waveforms in
Fig. 7. The output voltage is

E* E"E*R"
Eout : -*O rut-rrl : 

*, a, *J.(Tr+Tz)

which is proportional to the product of the two multi-
plier input voltages E" and E6.

A simple low-pass filter could have been used
instead of the integrator and sample-and-hold circuit
of the demodulator, but there would have been time
delay and ripple problems. T}re 4282A approach
eliminates these.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 4282A Digital High-Capacitance Meter

C Bange

1 0nF
100nF
1r1F to I mF
1omF
1 00mF
1 F

C Range

10nF
100nF to 1 mF
1omF
1 0 0 m F , 1 F

% ol reading

1 0 + 0 9  D r d g
0 5 + 0 5  D r d g
0 4 + 0 5  D r d g
1 0 + 0 5  D r d g
1 5 + 0 5  D r d g
2 5 + 0 5 . D r d g

% of reading

1 5  +  05  D rdg
1 5 + 0 2  D r d g
1 5 + 0 2  D r d g
1 5 + 0 2  D r d g

MEASURING RANGES:
CAPACITANCE: 1 0 000nF to 1 0000F, four full digits 9 ranges in decade st@s,

manual selection, 18o/o overranging.
DISSIPATION FACTOFI :  |  000 to  1000,  th ree  fu l l  d ig i ts ,2  ranges ,  au to

selection, 18% overranging
OHM FABAD: 1 000OmF to 10 00OmF three full digits, 2 ranges, auto selection,

18% overranging
DC VOLTAGE: 10 00V to 1 000kV, three lull digits 3 ranges, in decade steps,

manual selection (mdimunr voltage is 600V), 18% overranging
MEASURING CIRCUIT: Series equivalent circuit using four-terminal method
MEASURING FREQUENCIES: 50H2, 60H2, 100H2 and 120H2 (50H2 and 60Hz

synchronized by line frequency) Accwacyi -1 5/o
MEASURING VOLTAGES; 1onF to 1omF Enges: <lVrms; 100mF range:

<0 1Vrms.; 1 F rangei <1 omvrms
ACCURACY (+23'C t5'C atter halt hour warm up): t(o/" oI rcading +Vo ol

full scale)

CAPACITANCE;

DISSIPATION FACTOFI:

% ot full-scale

0 2
0 1
0 0 5
0 0 5
U C
1 0

% of full-scale

02 Cfs/C rdg + 03
02 Cfs /Crdg +  03
0 2 Cfs/C rdg + 0.s
0 2  c t V C r d g +  3

o/. of full-scale

0 2  C f s / C r d g + 0 3
02 C ls lg  rdg  +  03
0 2  C f s / C r d g + 0 5
0 2 Cfs/C rdg + 3

Option 001 Leakage Curlent Measurement
RANGE: 1 000pA to 10.00mA, 5 ranges, three full digits
OVERFANGING: 18%
ACCURACY;

1pA range: t(2ol" ol reading +2 0% of full-scale)

lOrrA to lOmA ranges: t(2% ot reading +0 3% o{ full-scale)

BIAS VOLTAGES:
INTERNAL SOUBCE: O to 1 oV, o to 100V, 2 ranges, continuously variable over

each range
MAXIMUM CURRENT: 100mA lor 10V range and 60mA (for 1 minute) for

'100V range
EXTEBNAL SOURCE: Useable up to 6OOVdc across EXT BIAS terminals on

rear Danel
PROTECTIVE RESISTOR: 1kO for' lOOV range and for e)dernal bias, 1O for 10V

range

General
DC BIAS VOLTAGE: 0 to 10V, continuously ad,ustable with DC BIAS control

N,ldimum charging current is l00mA
BALANCING TIME: Normally one second (when measuring on C ranges of

1onF through 1omF, capacitance value near full-scale, di$ipation factor less

lhan one and without dc bias)
READING RATE: Continuously variable from O3 seconds to 2 seconds with

RATE control
RESET: Initiates one reading by depressing RESET INT pushbunon or contact

clGure to ground or TTL low level at BESET EXT line

OIGITAL OUTPUT:
OUTPUT SIGNALS: BCD + l-2-4-8, data parallel, decimal point, lunction and

unit, overload and unbalance, and polarity

LEVEL: Low: 03V a 03V, l\4ax sink current 15mA High: 3 9V ! 1 5V, Ma
lcd current 300/rA

PBINT COMMAND OUTPUT: Negative going TTL pulse ot approx lms
PRINTER HOLD INPUT: TTL low level or conlacl closure to ground

REMOTE PROGRAMMING: All "FUNCTIONS"; "C Range"; "lL Range" (option

OO1) and Flesel by TTL low level or contact dGure to ground

ANALOG OUTPUT: Oc output of '1V full-scale in proportion to displayed value

ACCURACY: Add t0 5% of reading to accuracy specilication
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: Crc to +50'C, <90% RH
POWER REOUIREMENTS: 100V, 120V, 220V ot 24OV !1O"h,50H2 or 60H2,

approx 70VA
DIMENSIONS: 425 W x 88 H x 467 D mm
WEIGHT:  NetSSkg
PRICES IN U.S.A.:

HP 42824, $3500
HP 4282 with Option 001, $3750

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: YOKOGAWA-HEWLETT-PACKARD LTD
9-1, Takakura-cho
Hachioji-shi
Tokvo 1 92 JaPan

t ions. Shiro Kito, our section manager, provided day-

to-day encouragement and gave us many helpful

suggestions. Our other project members included Yo-
hichi Matsuzaki, a mechanical engineer, who solved

mechanical prcblems and did the layout, and Motoii

Suzuki and Hiroshi Sakayori, electronic engineers
who designed the digital circuit and the leakage-

cunent option. E

OHM-FARAD:

C Bange % of reading
' l o n F  | 0 + 0 5  O F r d g
l 0 0 n F t o 1 m F  1 0 + 0 2  O F r d g
' l o m F  1 0 + 0 2  o F r d g
1 O 0 m F , 1 F  1 0 + 0 2  O F r d g

DC VOLTAGE:
10V range: t(0 05% of reading + 0 1% ot full-scale)
10OV and 1kV ranges: t(0 2% ol reading + 0 '1% of full-scale)

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: (referred to +23'C, and temperature range ol

0'C to 50"C):
Ct lO Ozh of readingfc
D, OF: 10.03% of reading/'C
V: t0 01 % ot reading/'C
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Computer Performance lmprovement by
Measurement and Microprogramming
The speed of a computer-based Fourier analyzer was
increased by a factor of ten by creating several new
machine language instructions using firmware. Areas
to be microprogrammed were selected on fhe basis
of pertormance measurements.

by David C. Snyder

R j€ ICROPROGRAMMING, or  microcode,  is  a
LV-fl comparatively old technique for computer de-
sign. It was first described by Wilkes in 1951, when
most logic gates were vacuum tubes and the transis-
tor was only a three-year-old infant. The original ob-
jective was "to provide a systematic alternative to the
somewhat od hoc procedure used for designing the
control system" of a computer.l'2

The control system of a computer implements its
basic machine-language instruction set. In many
computers (e.g,, the 1967 vintage HP 2116), this sys-
tem is a combination of random logic, complicated
clocking, and special-purpose data paths. In a micro-
coded computer, a set of primitive operations (gate
register R3 to bus, gate bus to register Rl-, issue ADD
command, etc,) is f irst identif ied. One then builds a
primitive machine and microprograms the primitive
machine to emulate the desired machine.

Microcoding introduces a degree of freedom into
the design process by breaking one problem, defin-
ing the desired machine, into two relatively noninter-
active ones: defining a set of primitives (using hard-
ware), and microprogramming these primitives to
emulate the desired machine.

As the years passed, memory costs (both ROM and
RAM) dropped, memory speeds rose, and more de-
signs used microcode. Today one finds microcode
used in large machines (e.g., most models of the
IBM 360 and azo), minicomputers (e.g., Hewlett-
Packard 2100 and 21.\Ax, Microdata Model 1600), mi-
crocomputers (e.g., National GPCP and Intel MCS-4,
but not Intel MCS-8), and some calculators [e.g., HP
35, HP 9830J. The benefits to the designer include re-
duced design time and increased hardware product
life. The benefits to the user include the ability to in-
crease performance greatly through the use of low-
cost, microcoded instructions tailored to the user's
own problems.

Where Microcode Fits
Machine language is the lowest user-program-

mable level in most computers. FORTRAN or ALGoL
programs must be translated into this language by
FORTRAN or ALGoL compilers before the programs
can run. sasrc and other interpretive languages are
implemented by machine language programs. As-
sembly language is translated into machine language
by an assembler, which replaces instruction mne-
monics with numerical opcodes. If one were to stop
a computer and look in its memory, one would find
machine language programs and their data (num-
bers, tables, l ists, etc.), nothing else.

All stored-program computers work in the follow-
ing manner: a program address register (P) contains
the address of the next machine language instruc-
tion. That instruction is fetched, P is incremented to
the next instruction address, and the fetched instruc-
tion is executed. This pattern then repeats. In a ma-
chine that is not microcoded, these phases are imple-
mented via complicated clocking, discretionary wir-
ing, and control gates arranged in a seemingly ran-
dom pattern. In a microcoded machine, the execute
phase-and sometimes fetch, interrupt, and direct
memory access-is implemented by a microprogram
that runs in a simpler, more regular microprocessor.
The advantage of such a machine hierarchy-imple-
menting the "2116 language machine" by a micro-
program stored in a "2100 micromachine"-is that
the hardware is simpler, hence more reliable, and
considerably more flexible: changing the visible ma-
chine requires microcode changes or additions, not
rewiring, layout, new parts, and so on.

In appearance, the HP 2100 is a rather conventional
minicomputer (Clark Kent appeared to be a rather
conventional reporter). It may have up to 32K words
of nonvolati le memory and many I/O devices. Its
machine language is identical to that of the earlier

1 7
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Fig. 1. Analyzing system performance is the first step in

deciding where to use mictocode A common method is to

use a software-programmable clock to time various opera-
tions Fhls method requies considerable intuition

HP 2116 and i ts operation speeds are typical of most

minicomputers. What sets it apart from most other

minicomputers, however, is that it is a microcoded

machine, and the user is encouraged to take advan-

tage of this microcode capabil ity.t 'n't
The importance of microcode to the user is that it

makes possible significant performance increases in

many situations. Performance may mean speed to

one user, accuracy to another, and a special data for-

mat to a third. For example, the HP 2100's Fast

FoRTRAN Package (FFP), a microcode package imple-
mented in read-only memory (ROM), yields a speed

increase of more than 30 times in extended-precision
floating-point operations. Along with this speed in-

crease, the user gets a significant increase (approxi-

mately 900 words) in available memory because oper-

ations previously performed by machine language

subroutines are replaced by microcoded instructions

implemented in ROM. This Find of architectural ex-

tension requires no hardware extensions such as ex-

tended arithmetic units or special-purpose processors.

Microprograms are stored in some form of relatively

permanent memory. ROMs, PROMs, and RAMs are

used, in addition to the somewhat less structured pro-

grammable logic arrays (PLAs), When RAMs are

used, they are sometimes called writable control store
(WCS). This special memory is generally several

times faster than the computer's main memory, where

machine language programs and data reside. It is

also usually wider (some machines use 200-bit-wide
microinstructions) to allow for substantial paral-

lelism of operations.

In the HP 2100, microcode is organized into four
256-word modules. Each word is 24 bi ts wide.
Module 0 defines the base instruction set. It is im-
plemented in ROM and is always present. Modules 1,
2, and 3 are for extensions to the base set. They may
be absent, or may be implemented in ROM, PROM, or
WCS, Although all run at 196 nanoseconds per micro-
instruction, WCS has a speed advantage since its
microprograms may be dynamically tuned for speed'
However, it is volatile and therefore requires copies
of its microprogr€rms in the computer's main memory'

The speed advantage of microcode in the 21O0
comes from four sources:

The fast microprocessor: 196 ns/microinstruction
is five million microinstructions per second.
Storage of microcoded programs outside of main
memory. This eliminates competition of programs
and data for main memory cycles and thus doubles
the speed of most instructions.
Provision for parallel operation of the computing
resources-for example, calculation during a
memory access.
The ability to create special-purpose assembly
language instructions and thereby overcome per-
formance compromises that may have been made
when the basic instruction set was designed.

Analyzing Where to Microcode
It is easy to be misled by intuition in the area of tim-

OscilloscoPe

Bits +

Breakpoint Registel

Fig. 2. A useful tool for t iming analysis is a hardware
breakpoint register, which emits a pulse whenever the
computer program accesses the memory location set
into the switch register The compatator output may be
displayed on an oscilloscope or be fed to a computer'

even the one being measured.
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ing. Quite often our feelings about where computer
programs spend their time are wrong, primarily be-
cause we ask the wrong questions. It is important to
know if a speedup by a factor of five in a particular
subroutine will effect a speed increase of 5, or 1.5, or
1.0005 at the system level.

Fortunately, there are techniques that allow us to
measure system performance, localize areas with
highest system performance leverage, and predict re-
Iiably what system performance increment to expect
from microcode (or assembly language, or simple
program reorganization, for that matter). System per-
formance, in this context, means basically the timing
associated with user-visible operations. For example,
in the eyes of a user processing soNAR echoes in real
time, the per-echo processing time is a system char-
acteristic; the timing of subroutines is relevant only
in relation to this.

By far the most common technique to measure sys-
tem timing is to use a hand-held watch. Unfortunately,
this method collapses all information about timing
into a single number, time. A second common method
is to use a software-programmable clock to time var-
ious operations (see Fig. 1). Many computers contain
programmable clocks with millisecond or micro-
second resolution. These require considerable intui-
tion in deciding what to measure and what to change.
Also, there is no easy way to predict what the effect of
a change will be. For example, the user may recode a
large matrix inversion and eigenvalue package much
more efficiently, only to find that the system timing
really depended on a tiny vector-dot-product routine
used by the matrix inversion routine.

An extremely useful tool for timing analysis is a
hardware breakpoint register, such as the HP 10676A
or the American Asian BPR-2100 (see Figs. 2 and 3).
This device emits a pulse every time the address set
into its 16 switches matches the M (memory address)
register. One can determine the time in microseconds
spent in any subroutine by setting its entry address
into the switches and timing the pulse separation on
any scope. The entry address is accessed via the;sn
instruction when the routine is entered and via the
IMP,I inshuction when the routine is exited. Thus
the breakpoint register emits a pulse at the beginning
and end ofthe subroutine. The breakpoint register can
also answer such questions as "Is this section of code
used?," "Did the DMA completion interrupt happen
before or after some external event?," and so on.

Perhaps the most useful tool for timing analysis is
the activity profile (see Fig. a). This is a plot showing
the percentage of time spent in each area of memory. It
not only localizes timing hot-spots, it measures their
intensity.

One of the simplest ways to generate an activity
profile is simply to push the uelr switch ten or

0,2 ms/div

10 ps/dlv

Fig. 3. Settrng a subroutine's entry address into the swtches
of a breakpoint register makes it possibie to see how often
that subroutine rs used and what its execution time is. Top
photo shows this subroutine is invoked about every 0.5 milli-
second. Bottom photo shows subroutine is about 70 micro-
seconds long; pulses ate entty, parameter pickup, and exit.

twenty times while the system is operating and write
down the program address register contents each
time the machine is halted. Normally some range of P-
values will stand out. This, along with a printout of
the subroutines loaded into various areas of memory,
points to the programs that need attention. It also sug-
gests what speed improvement is possible. For exam-
ple, if seven out of twenty halts found P in the .ruuu
floating-point unpacking subroutine, then there
would be speed increase of about 7l2o or ss% if the
.rluN routine were made infinitely fast.

A fancier version of this procedure uses the com-
puter to measure itself. I have used this technique on

1 9



Benchmark
Area

Fig. 4. Ihe activity prof ile, a p/ot showlng the percentage of
time spent in each area of memory, is an excellent tool for
timing analysrs Generattng it requrres that the program
labeled ACP run at the same time as the user's program Any
computef s tnterrupt system provtdes this capability

several dif ferent machines. The IBM 360167 required

creation of a high-priori ty asynchronous task running

off the t ime-of-day clock. The CDC 6600 used an inter-

rupt processor resident in one of its peripheral pro-
cessing uni ts  (PPUs),  and the CDC 3800 used a con-
ventional interrupt processor. In the HP 2100, a short
assembly language subroutine (about 50 words long)
that used the computer's interrupt system to read an
endless loop of paper tape was written. As each inter-
rupt  occurred fapproximately  every three mi l l i -
seconds using a 300-cps photoreader), the user pro-

gram would pause, the interrupt subroutine would
read the P-register and increment a histogram stored
in a 256-word buffer, and then the user program
would cont inue.

Fig. 5 shows this technique applied to a benchmark
portion of a FoRTRAN program. The calr, to ACP
defines the range of P-register values to be included
in the histogram and begins the test. The call to

C A L L  A C P (  I  P M I N ,  I  R H O ,  I B U F  t 2 5 6 t  l 6 8 )

I  L 0 O P =  I

ACPo ends the test and produces the plots shown in
F igs .  6 ,  7 ,  and  B .

Fig. 6 shows that the only area in the entire machine
that affects system timing is located near memory lo-
cation 32000. This area is expanded in Fig. 7. Note that
both the location and the intensity of t iming hot

spots stand out. Fig. 8 shows the effect of adding the
f loat ing point  ROMs.

Upgrading a Computer-Based Signal Processor
The HP 54518 (Fig.  9)  is  a computer-based d ig i ta l

signal processor. Its calculator-l ike keyboard allows
the user to observe, synthesize, and manipulate wave-

forms in both the time domain and the frequency do-
main. Internally, all waveforms are represented digi-
tally to provide large dynamic range (16 bits, equiva-
lent to 96 dB) and the abil ity to perform precise

manipulations.
Fourier analyzers are widely used to solve problems

in mechanical vibration, signature analysis, modal
analysis, impact testing, digital shaker control, noise
source detection, underwater acoustics, servo testing,
communications, f i l ter design, and many other areas.

An objective of the 54518 pro;'ect was to use the mi-

crocode capabil ity of the 2 100 computer to provide a
factor of two or three improvement in speed over the
already optimized 5451A software. By using factory

programmed PROMs to create several new machine
language instructions, and then using these nelv in-

structions in some of our time-crit ical software mod-

ules, we hoped to be able to pass on the speed im-

provement to the user at zero additional cost'
The first engineering task was to develop a method

to measure processing performance in a way that

would allow comparison of various processing tech-

niques. The methods developed were described in

the preceding sect ion.  Appl ied to the 5451A, they
produced resul ts  l ike Figs.  10 and 11.

At the same time we assembled the necessary hard-

ware: a writable control store (WCS) for development
of microprograms, a PROM writer for later "burning"

the debugged microprograms onto PROMs, and an

HP 2100 Computer .
After a time we began to get an intuit ive feel for

what we could do with microcode. During the calcu-
Iation of a power spectrum, one has to convert an anay

of complex numbers (A+iB) into an array of magnitude-

s q u a r e s  ( A 2 + 8 2 ) .  T h e  2 1 0 0  m a c h i n e  l a n g u a g e
MPY instruction takes about 11 microseconds, but

we were able to do the entire conversion, including

multiplication, double-precision addition, memory
access, and array subscripting at only 6.5 g,s per

word. Only 30 microinstructions were required.
A complicated in-place sorting operation is re-

quired in the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Each word
(typically there are 1024 words) is moved to its bit-

User
Program

D 0  3 0  I =
D O  2 5  J =
D 0  2 5  K =

r  I  L O 0 P
r 1 6
r  2 5 6

z 5

30
J R P P ( K  )  = A L C G (  F L 0 A T (  I  R P P (  K r  J )  )  )  *  l O Q .
C O N T  I  N  U E
C A L L  A C P O (  S U M )

Fig. 5. A portion ol a user's FORTRAN program with CALL
statements ta start and stop ACP processes
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reversed image; thus the contents of address 00012
moves to address 10002, the contents of address
00102  to  01002 ,  t he  con ten ts  o f  add ress  00112
to 1100r, etc. The machine language program that
performed this in-place sort took about B0 g,s/word
and required about 60 instructions. The new machine
language program takes 4 pr,s/word and requires only
ten instructions. One new machine language instruc-
tion was created with a 3O-microinstruction micro-
program which is not only faster but also smaller than
its machine language counterpart.

Fig, 12 compares the speed improvements and in-

Fig. 6. Activity profile generated
by ACP. The horizontal axls shows
memory locations 0 to 40000a
(16384ro) The subroutines lo-
cated between 31 200aand 32200e,
approximately, are the only ones
that influence the execution time
ol thls user's benchmark program
The little bump at 25400e is the
benchmark program itself  .

cremental costs of firmware and special-purpose
hardware methods of improving the speed of the
Fourier analyzer.

As we saw more uses for microcode. we realized
that ROMs were too inflexible in our application. We
did not have a static problem to solve, such as emulat-
ing the 2116 instruction set. Furthermore, standard
programming techniques for speed enhancement are
much easier to apply with WCS than with ROM, As a
result, our approach changed. To provide a structure
that would allow any future software development ef-
fort (by factory, field, or user) to comprise both a ma-

Fig.7. An expanded view of the
area around 32000e in Fig 6 Re-
solution is two words, compared to
100words in Fig.6. Noticehowthe
areas with system pertormance
leverage stand out The .PACK
su brouti n e takes a bou t 40 o/o of th e
time, but the .MAP, subroutine,
which resolves subsci'4rts, has
essent ia l l y  zero  leverage fo r
lhis benchmark.

31400 31500 31dr0 31700 32000

l i
32100 32300 32400

32300 3240031700 32000 32100
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Fig. 8. Activity profile for the benchmark of Figs 6 and 7
with floating-point firmware replacing the FADSB, FMP,
FLOAT, FlX, and FLUN routines and el iminating PACK
entirely The benchmark runs six times f aster, an improvement
that could have been predicted f rom Fig 7 Subroutrne ALOG
now takes 70% of the ttme, most of it in a 2g-word section,
MAP takes about 10"/" of the time, and the user's program
about 20"/" Thus there is still room for improvement

Fig.9. Thanks to the microcode capability of the HP2100S
computer, the 54518 Fouier Analyzer is ten times faster
than the 5451 A

Fig. 10. Activity profile for a benchmark process used in the
5451 A shows that B)"k of the time is spenl in subroutines
near memory location 10000e

chine language portion and a microcode portion, and
to capitalize on the intrinsic flexibil i ty and higher

speed potential of writable control store, WCS was
included in the 5451B hardware configuration.

A structure that allows the sharing of WCS can
pose coordination problems. Assume that a program

uses special machine language instructions defined
by microcode residing in WCS. Should the program

be responsible for loading WCS? What if it calls a sub-

routine that loads WCS with something else? Should

subroutines be deprived of the use of microcode? If a

machine interrupt occurs, should an interrupt pro-

cessor be allowed to use WCS ? If some of the WCS mi-

crocode is committed to PROM to eliminate WCS

Ioading time, should the programs using that micro-

code be changed at all?
The solution chosen in the 5451B involves the use

of both PROM and WCS along with the concept of vir-

tual microcode. Users of special microcoded machine

language instructions need not be aware of the storage

medium or the state of WCS. Any assembly language

routine in the 54518 that uses microcode assumes

that WCS is loaded with the appropriate micropro-
grams. If that assumption is true, that microcode is

executed with zero linkage overhead. If that assump-

tion is false, an i l legal opcode trap occurs, and the

trap interrupts into an assembly language system sub-

routine that quickly loads WCS and causes the no-

longer-i l legal opcode to be re-executed. The dynamic
character of WCS is invisible to the user, who may

simply assume that all of the microcode is available
aII of the time,

The virtual microcode concept required several

features not present in the normal 2100 architecture:
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illegal instruction trapping, interrupts not involving
the UO structure, a third programmable DMA channel,
and others. PROMs were microprogrammed to fill this
need. They contain micro-utilities for parameter pass-
ing (giving the machine language programmer access
to invisible registers and the microprogrammer ac-
cess to global parameters like the Iocation of the oper-
and stack), illegal-opcode trapping, pseudo-interrupts
(allowing microcode to call assembly language rou-
tines), pseudo-DMA (500 kHz rate without requiring
any special hardware), and other capabilities.

This new set of capabilities allows the user to ignore
the operation of loading WCS as well as the time
"lost" during the loading. For example, it is possible
for the execution time of a subroutine as short as ten
milliseconds to be cut by a factor of five or ten, even
including the loading of WCS. In fact, during the
most time-critical operations in the 54518 Fourier
Analyzer, WCS may be reloaded as often as every 10

5451A
Software

5451A/
il714

Hardware
5451 B

Microcoded

54slA/
5470A

Hardware

Fast Fourier
Transform,
1024 Points

Power Spectral
Average

Cost

ier Programmable
Software
Flrmware

1000-
1100 ms

1400 ms

$0

Yes

160 ms

240 ms

$4.5K

4 U O
Cards

Yes
No

9O-110 ms

150 ms

$1.5K

1 WCS
Card

Yes
Yes

16 ms

30 ms

$17K

20 Cards

Yes
No

Transform,
1024 Pointl

Power Spe
Average

Cost

Hardware

User ProEr

Fig, 12, Comparing special-purpose hardware with firm-
ware for speeding Fourier analyzer operation.

Fig. 11. Expanded view of the
area around 10000a in Fig 10.
Elementary operations that de-
termine sysfem speed include
complex addition, subtr action,
and multi plication, dou ble-preci-
sion add-test-round, and tigono-
metric interDolation

to 50 milliseconds. The slight cost of loading is more
than offset by the additional speed available and by
the flexibility that allows different microprogram-
ming efforts (application groups, users, the factory)
to work together on a problem solution.
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